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Call for project outlines on sustainable recovery - applications open!
The German Federal Ministry for the Environment (BMU) has launched a new
funding round of EUR 240 million, for the thematic-oriented selection
procedure themed: Creating Green Societies in Challenging Times. This IKI
funding programme aims to support developing and transition economies
manage the Covid-19 pandemic. The selection procedure is designed as a
competition for entrants worldwide, with ideas about projects for climate action
and biodiversity conservation in developing and countries in transition.
READ MORE

NEWS

China - Germany cooperation in climate
change mitigation and biodiversity
Read on the IKI Interface Workshop in China, an
IKI partnership that has strengthened China’s
efforts to combat climate change.
READ MORE

100% solar mini-grids in 1,000 villages in
Senegal
GCF Board approves funding that will boost
Senegal’s NDC and its ambition of universal
access to electricity from renewable sources.
READ MORE

Environmental protection and human rights
in global supply & value chains
Read how SCP projects run by IKI are helping to
protect the environment and to safeguard human
rights in global supply chains.
READ MORE

Learning made fun - with Deutsche Welle's
learning packs
From plastic waste to urban nature and insects:
DW’s learning packs bring climate action and
biodiversity conservation into the classroom.
READ MORE

all news
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Governance Assessment – Central African Forest
Initiative (CAFI) & DRC’s National REDD+ Fund
(FONAREDD)

DOWNLOAD

Introduction to forest landscape restoration in
Southeast Asia

DOWNLOAD
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EVENTS

Race to Zero November Dialogues
9 - 19 November 2020
Virtual
website

UNFCCC Climate Change Dialogues
23 November - 4 December 2020
Virtual
website

Would you like to promote an event in the IKI newsletter? Please send a message to:
communications@z-u-g.org
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Can mushrooms provide a
vegan, green alternative to
animal leather?

Making Ghana's cocoa
plantations more
sustainable

watch

watch
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